
Econ 301
Intermediate Microeconomics
Prof. Marek Weretka

Midterm 1 (A)

You have 70 minutes to complete the exam. The midterm consists of 4 questions (35+20+20+25=100
points)

Problem 1 (35p) (Well-behaved preferences)
Martha spends all her income on two types of commodities: bags of pretzels x1 and video games

x2.
a) Suppose the prices are p1 = 4 and p2 = 6 and income is m = 60. Show geometrically Martha’s

budget set. Mark all bundles that cost precisely $60. Find relative price of a bag of pretzel in terms
of video games (number). Give economic interpretation of the relative price (one sentence).

Martha’s preferences are represented by the utility function

U(x1, x2) = (x1)4(x2)2

b) Find marginal rate of substitution (MRS) for all bundles (derive formula). For bundle (5, 1),
find the MRS between x1 and x2 (one number). Give economic interpretation of MRS (one sentence).
Which of the goods is more valuable given consumption (5, 1)?

c) Write down two secrets of happiness that determine optimal choice given parameters p1,p2
and m. (two formulas) Explain economic intuition behind the two conditions. (two sentences)

d) Using secrets of happiness derive optimal consumption x1,x2; given values of p1 = 4, p2 = 6
and m = 60. (two numbers) Is the solution corner or interior? (chose one)

e) Assume again p2 = 6 and m = 60. Find geometrically and determine analytically price offer
curve and demand curve (two functions, two graphs). Is x1 an ordinary good, a Giffen good, or
neither? (choose one). Are x1 and x2 gross complements, gross substitutes, or neither? (choose
one).

Problem 2 (20p) (Perfect complements)
Susan derives utility from riding tricycles. In order to construct a tricycle, Susan needs 3 wheels

x1 for every frame x2. Thus these two commodities are always consumed in constant proportion 3:1.
a) Propose a utility function that represents Susan’s preferences over the bundles of wheels and

frames (formula). Depict Susan’s indifference curve map in a commodity space.
b) Write down two secrets of happiness that give Susan’s optimal choice. (two equations) Solve

for the optimal choice in terms of prices p1, p2 and income m (two formulas).
c) Using (magic) formulas derived in point b) find optimal choice for p1 = 1, p2 = 7 and m = 20.

(two numbers) Suppose next that the price of a frame goes up to p2 = 17. Find the total change
in consumption of frames, x2, resulting from the price increase (number). What part of this change
can be attributed to the substitution and which to the income effect? (two numbers).

d) Describe the income offer curve and the price offer curve? (one sentence)
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Problem 3 (20p) (Perfects substitutes)
Tanya enjoys bagels, represented by x1, and loaves of bread, represented by x2. For Tanya,

two bagels are perfectly substitutable with one loaf of bread. Her utility function over the two
commodities is

U(x1, x2) = x1 + 2x2

Tanya is initially endowed with (ω1, ω2) = (6, 3) of bagels and bread, respectively. The prices are
p1 = 3 and p2 = 7.

a) Plot Tanya’s budget set in a commodity space. Mark the initial endowment point. On the
budget line mark all the bundles, for which net demand for bread is negative while for bagels is
positive.

b) Find Tanya’s MRS (formula). Sketch Tanya’s indifference curve map.
c) Find optimal bundle x1, x2 (two numbers). Explain the intuition behind her optimal choice.

(One sentence). Is the optimal choice corner or interior? (choose one) What is her net demand for
the two commodities? (two numbers)

Problem 4 (25p) (Short questions)
a) Find optimal choice given quasilinear preferences U(x1, x2) = x1 + 2 lnx2, prices p1 = 4,

p2 = 2. For what values of m is it optimal to choose the corner solution x1 = 0 and x2 = m
2 ? (Hint:

Consume only x2 if m is low).
b) Tim has preferences over x and y represented by the utility function U(x, y) = x2 + y2.

Draw Tim’s indifference curve for the utility level U = 1. (one graph) (Hint: What does the curve
x2 +y2 = 1 look like in the xy-plane?) Are Tim’s preferences for x and y monotone? (y/n) Convex?
(y/n)

c) Gina consumes x and y. When p1 decreases, the substitution effect is ∆xs
1 = 5 and the income

effect is ∆xn
1 = −3. Sketch a graph breaking down the change in optimal consumption into income

and substitution effects. (one graph) Is x1 normal or inferior? (choose one) Is x1 ordinary or Giffen?
(choose one)
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Econ 301
Intermediate Microeconomics
Prof. Marek Weretka

Midterm 1 (B)

You have 70 minutes to complete the exam. The midterm consists of 4 questions (35+20+20+25=100
points)

Problem 1 (35p) (Well-behaved preferences)
Martha spends all her income on two types of commodities: bags of pretzels x1 and video games

x2.
a) Suppose the prices are p1 = 2 and p2 = 3 and income is m = 30. Show geometrically Martha’s

budget set. Mark all bundles that cost precisely $30. Find relative price of a bag of pretzel in terms
of video games (number). Give economic interpretation of the relative price (one sentence).

Martha’s preferences are represented by the utility function

U(x1, x2) = (x1)2(x2)

b) Find marginal rate of substitution (MRS) for all bundles (derive formula). For bundle (5, 1),
find the MRS between x1 and x2 (one number). Give economic interpretation of MRS (one sentence).
Which of the goods is more valuable given consumption (5, 1)?

c) Write down two secrets of happiness that determine optimal choice given parameters p1,p2
and m. (two formulas) Explain economic intuition behind the two conditions. (two sentences)

d) Using secrets of happiness derive optimal consumption x1,x2; given values of p1 = 2, p2 = 3
and m = 30. (two numbers) Is the solution corner or interior? (chose one)

e) Assume again p2 = 3 and m = 30. Find geometrically and determine analytically price offer
curve and demand curve (two functions, two graphs). Is x1 an ordinary good, a Giffen good, or
neither? (choose one). Are x1 and x2 gross complements, gross substitutes, or neither? (choose
one).

Problem 2 (20p) (Perfect complements)
Susan derives utility from riding tricycles. In order to construct a tricycle, Susan needs 3 wheels

x1 for every frame x2. Thus these two commodities are always consumed in constant proportion 3:1.
a) Propose a utility function that represents Susan’s preferences over the bundles of wheels and

frames (formula). Depict Susan’s indifference curve map in a commodity space.
b) Write down two secrets of happiness that give Susan’s optimal choice. (two equations) Solve

for the optimal choice in terms of prices p1, p2 and income m (two formulas).
c) Using (magic) formulas derived in point b) find optimal choice for p1 = 1, p2 = 7 and m = 20.

(two numbers) Suppose next that the price of a frame goes up to p2 = 17. Find the total change
in consumption of frames, x2, resulting from the price increase (number). What part of this change
can be attributed to the substitution and which to the income effect? (two numbers).

d) Describe the income offer curve and the price offer curve? (one sentence)
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Problem 3 (20p) (Perfects substitutes)
Tanya enjoys bagels, represented by x1, and loaves of bread, represented by x2. For Tanya,

ten bagels are perfectly substitutable with five loaf of bread. Her utility function over the two
commodities is

U(x1, x2) = 5x1 + 10x2

Tanya is initially endowed with (ω1, ω2) = (13, 0) of bagels and bread, respectively. The prices are
p1 = 3 and p2 = 7.

a) Plot Tanya’s budget set in a commodity space. Mark the initial endowment point. On the
budget line mark all the bundles, for which net demand for bread is negative while for bagels is
positive.

b) Find Tanya’s MRS (formula). Sketch Tanya’s indifference curve map.
c) Find optimal bundle x1, x2 (two numbers). Explain the intuition behind her optimal choice.

(One sentence). Is the optimal choice corner or interior? (choose one) What is her net demand for
the two commodities? (two numbers)

Problem 4 (25p) (Short questions)
a) Find optimal choice given quasilinear preferences U(x1, x2) = x1 + 3 lnx2, prices p1 = 4,

p2 = 2. For what values of m is it optimal to choose the corner solution x1 = 0 and x2 = m
2 ? (Hint:

Consume only x2 if m is low).
b) Tim has preferences over x and y represented by the utility function U(x, y) = x2 + y2.

Draw Tim’s indifference curve for the utility level U = 1. (one graph) (Hint: What does the curve
x2 +y2 = 1 look like in the xy-plane?) Are Tim’s preferences for x and y monotone? (y/n) Convex?
(y/n)

c) Gina consumes x and y. When p1 decreases, the substitution effect is ∆xs
1 = 5 and the income

effect is ∆xn
1 = −3. Sketch a graph breaking down the change in optimal consumption into income

and substitution effects. (one graph) Is x1 normal or inferior? (choose one) Is x1 ordinary or Giffen?
(choose one)
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Econ 301
Intermediate Microeconomics
Prof. Marek Weretka

Midterm 1 (A) Solutions

You have 70 minutes to complete the exam. The midterm consists of 4 questions (35+20+20+25=100
points)

Problem 1 (35p) (Well-behaved preferences)
a)
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3 is the price of one bag of pretzel in terms of video games. In order to increase consumption

of video games by 1, Martha must give up 2
3 bags of pretzels.

b)

MRS(x1, x2) = −4x2

2x1

MRS(5, 1) = −2

5

MRS is the rate at which you are willing to give up x2 for x1. −MRS(5, 1) = 2
5 < 1 so x2 is

more valuable.
c) Use all of your income:

p1x1 + p2x2 = m

Equate the marginal utility per dollar (or, the rate at which you are willing to exchange the two
goods equals the price ratio):

−MRS(x1, x2) =
4x2

2x1
=

p1
p2

d) Cross multiplying the second secret of happiness gives

4x1 = 12x2

Plug into the budget constraint
18x2 = 60

Solve for x2

x2 =
10

3

Plug back in for x1

x1 = 10
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The solution is interior.
e) Price offer curve: x2 = 10

3 is horizontal.
Demand curve: x1 = 60

3p1
= 20

p1
→ p1 = 20

x1

x1 is an ordinary good (demand slopes down), and both goods are neither gross substitutes or
gross complements (demand of one good does not depend upon the price of the other good).

Problem 2 (20p) (Perfect complements)
a)

U(x1, x2) = min{x1, 3x2}
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b) Use all of your income p1x1 + p2x2 = m and consume in the optimal proportion x1 = 3x2.

3p1x2 + p2x2 = m

x2 =
m

3p1 + p2

x1 =
3m

3p1 + p2

c) Before the price change, x1 = 6 and x2 = 2. After the price change, x1 = 3 and x2 = 1.
∆x1 = −3 Substitution effect= 0 and Income effect= −3.

d) They are both identical to the optimal proportion line x1 = 3x2.

Problem 3 (20p) (Perfects substitutes)
a)
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Net demand for bread is negative and for bagels is positive on the blue portion
b)

MRS(x1, x2) = −1

2
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c)

−MRS =
1

2
>

3

7
=

p1
p2

so buy only x1. The optimal bundle is x1 = m
p1

= 13 and x2 = 0. This is a corner solution. Net
demand for x1 is 7 and net demand for x2 is -3.

Problem 4 (25p) (Short questions)
a) For an interior solution, we need

−MRS =
x2

2
=

p1
p2

= 2

So, x2 = 4 is optimal if you have enough income. If m < 8, then this solution is not feasible and
the corner solution x1 = 0 and x2 = m

2 is chosen.
b)
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Preferences are monotone since more of x and y always gives more utility. Preferences are not
convex. For example, (x, y) = ( 1

2 ,
1
2 ) is a convex combination of (0, 1) and (1, 0) but gives strictly

lower utility U( 1
2 ,

1
2 ) = 1

2 < 1.
c) See graph below. A to B represents the substitution effect, and B to C represents the income

effect. x1 is inferior since ∆xn
1 < 0 due to the positive income effect from B to C. The total effect

is ∆x1 = 5− 3 = 2 > 0 from A to C due to a decrease in p1. So x1 is ordinary.
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Econ 301
Intermediate Microeconomics
Prof. Marek Weretka

Midterm 1 (B) Solutions

You have 70 minutes to complete the exam. The midterm consists of 4 questions (35+20+20+25=100
points)

Problem 1 (35p) (Well-behaved preferences)
a)
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p2
= 2

3 is the price of one bag of pretzel in terms of video games. In order to increase consumption

of video games by 1, Martha must give up 2
3 bags of pretzels.

b)

MRS(x1, x2) = −2x2

x1

MRS(5, 1) = −2

5

MRS is the rate at which you are willing to give up x2 for x1. −MRS(5, 1) = 2
5 < 1 so x2 is

more valuable.
c) Use all of your income:

p1x1 + p2x2 = m

Equate the marginal utility per dollar (or, the rate at which you are willing to exchange the two
goods equals the price ratio):

−MRS(x1, x2) =
2x2

x1
=

p1
p2

d) Cross multiplying the second secret of happiness gives

x1 = 3x2

Plug into the budget constraint
9x2 = 30

Solve for x2

x2 =
10

3

Plug back in for x1

x1 = 10
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The solution is interior.
e) Price offer curve: x2 = 10

3 is horizontal.
Demand curve: x1 = 30

3p1
= 10

p1
→ p1 = 10

x1

x1 is an ordinary good (demand slopes down), and both goods are neither gross substitutes or
gross complements (demand of one good does not depend upon the price of the other good).

Problem 2 (20p) (Perfect complements)
a)

U(x1, x2) = min{x1, 3x2}
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b) Use all of your income p1x1 + p2x2 = m and consume in the optimal proportion x1 = 3x2.

3p1x2 + p2x2 = m

x2 =
m

3p1 + p2

x1 =
3m

3p1 + p2

c) Before the price change, x1 = 6 and x2 = 2. After the price change, x1 = 3 and x2 = 1.
∆x1 = −3 Substitution effect= 0 and Income effect= −3.

d) They are both identical to the optimal proportion line x1 = 3x2.

Problem 3 (20p) (Perfects substitutes)
a)
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Net demand for bread is negative and for bagels is positive everywhere except at the point (13, 0).
b)

MRS(x1, x2) = − 5

10
= −1

2
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c)

−MRS =
1

2
>

3

7
=

p1
p2

so buy only x1. The optimal bundle is x1 = m
p1

= 13 and x2 = 0. This is a corner solution. Net
demand for x1 is 0 and net demand for x2 is 0.

Problem 4 (25p) (Short questions)
a) For an interior solution, we need

−MRS =
x2

3
=

p1
p2

= 2

So, x2 = 6 is optimal if you have enough income. If m < 12, then this solution is not feasible
and the corner solution x1 = 0 and x2 = m

2 is chosen.
b)
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Preferences are monotone since more of x and y always gives more utility. Preferences are not
convex. For example, (x, y) = ( 1

2 ,
1
2 ) is a convex combination of (0, 1) and (1, 0) but gives strictly

lower utility U( 1
2 ,

1
2 ) = 1

2 < 1.
c) See graph below. A to B represents the substitution effect, and B to C represents the income

effect. x1 is inferior since ∆xn
1 < 0 due to the positive income effect from B to C. The total effect

is ∆x1 = 5− 3 = 2 > 0 from A to C due to a decrease in p1. So x1 is ordinary.
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